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Ius Commune 2 1967 this is the second edition of the widely acclaimed and successful casebook on contract in the ius commune series developed to
be used throughout europe and aimed at those who teach learn or practise law with a comparative or european perspective the book contains leading
cases legislation and other materials from the legal traditions within europe with a focus on english french and german law as the main representatives
of those traditions the book contains the basic texts and contrasting cases as well as extracts from the various international restatements the vienna
sales convention the unidroit principles of international commercial contracts the principles of european contract law the draft common frame of
reference and so on materials are chosen and ordered so as to foster comparative study and complemented with annotations and comparative
overviews prepared by a multinational team the whole casebook is in english the principal subjects covered in this book include general including the
distinctions between contract and property tort and restitution formation validity interpretation and contents remedies supervening events and third
parties please click on the link below to visit the series website casebooks eu contractlaw
Cases, Materials and Text on Contract Law 2010 this book discusses in detail how medieval scholars reacted to the casuistic discussions in the inherited
roman texts particularly the digest of justinian it shows how they developed medieval roman law into a system of rules that formed a universal common
law for western europe because there has been little research published in english beyond grand narratives on the history of law in europe this book fills
an important gap in the literature with a focus on how the medieval roman lawyers systematised the roman sources through detailed discussions of
specific areas of law
Materiali per la storia del diritto comune in Europa 1996 the specially commissioned papers in this book lay a solid theoretical foundation for
comparative legal history as a distinct academic discipline while facilitating a much needed dialogue between comparatists and legal historians this
research handbook examines methodologies in this emerging field and reconsiders legal concepts and institutions like custom civil procedure and
codification from a comparative legal history perspective
Creation of the Ius Commune 2010-07-30 awareness of the need to deepen the method and methodology of legal research is only recent the same is
true for comparative law by nature a more adventurous branch of legal research which is often something researchers simply do whenever they look at
foreign legal systems to answer one or more of a range of questions about law whether these questions are doctrinal economic sociological etc given
the diversity of comparative research projects the precise contours of the methods employed or the epistemological issues raised by them are to a
great extent a function of the nature of the research questions asked as a result the search for a unique one size fits all comparative law methodology is
unlikely to be fruitful that however does not make reflection on the method and culture of comparative law meaningless mark van hoecke has
throughout his career been interested in many topics but legal theory comparative law and methodology of law stand out building upon his work this
book brings together a group of leading authors working at the crossroads of these themes the method and culture of comparative law with
contributions by maurice adams john bell joxerramon bengoetxea roger brownsword seán patrick donlan rob van gestel and hans micklitz patrick glenn
jaap hage dirk heirbaut jaakko husa souichirou kozuka and luke nottage martin löhnig susan millns toon moonen francois ost heikki pihlajamäki geoffrey
samuel mathias siems jørn Øyrehagen sunde catherine valcke and matthew grellette alain wijffels
Comparative Legal History 2014-12-01 the rise of dynamic categories of greco roman personal names is presented primarily in reference to france
part i introduces the frankish system of germanic names and illustrates composite derivation through the examples of mauger and mathilde in the
norman ducal family part ii describes the various greco roman sub catgories that formed before the onset of dynamic categories with particular



attention to traditions in the high aristocracy part iii is devoted to the rise of the oblique category of greco roman names the smaller of the two dynamic
categories the oblique category includes the male names peter thomas and nicholas and a host of female names including agnes and sibylle and
attributives such as yolande and clementia
The Method and Culture of Comparative Law 2019-08-11 the oxford history of the laws of england provides a detailed survey of the development of
english law and its institutions from the earliest times until the twentieth century drawing heavily upon recent research using unpublished materials
Agnes through the Looking Glass, Parts I, II & III 1854 contemplating the nature practice and study of private law this comprehensive book offers a
detailed overview of private law s theoretical dimensions it promotes a reflective attitude towards the topic encouraging the reader to question how
private law is practiced and studied what this implies for their own engagement in the field and what kind of private lawyer they want to be this thought
provoking book draws on examples from a range of legal systems to provide philosophical perspectives on the diverse dimensions of private law
Classics Pamphlet Collection 2003 a broad history of the western european legal tradition bellomo discusses the great jurists who gave common law
its intellectual vigor as well as the humanist jurists of the period
The Oxford History of the Laws of England Volume II 2022-02-15 henry ii is the most imposing figure among the medieval kings of england his fiefs
domains extended from the atlantic to the mediterranean his court was frequented by the greatest thinkers of his time best known for his dramatic
conflicts it was also a crucial period in the evolution of legal governmental institutions
Private Law in Context 1968 launching a major new research project examining the principles of succession law in comparative perspective this book
discusses the formalities which the law imposes in order for a person to make a testamentary disposal of property among the questions considered are
the following how are wills made what precisely are the rules as to the signature of the testator the use of witnesses the need for a notary public or
lawyer and so on is there is a choice of will type and if so which type is used most often and what are the advantages and disadvantages of each how
common is will making or do most people die intestate what happens if formalities are not observed how can requirements of form be explained and
justified how did the law develop historically what is the state of the law today and what are the prospects for the future the focus is on europe and on
countries which have been influenced by the european experience thus in addition to giving a detailed treatment of the law in austria belgium england
and wales france germany hungary italy the netherlands poland and spain the book explores legal developments in australia new zealand the united
states of america and in some of the countries of latin america with a particular emphasis on brazil it also includes chapters on two of the mixed
jurisdictions scotland and south africa and on islamic law the book opens with chapters on roman law and on the early modern law in europe thus
setting the historical scene as well as anticipating and complementing the accounts of national history which appear in subsequent chapters and it
concludes with an assessment of the overall development of the law in the countries surveyed and with some wider reflections on the nature and
purpose of testamentary formalities
法學協會雜誌 1995 in the popular imagination the middle ages are often associated with lawlessness however historians have long recognized that medieval
culture was characterized by an enormous respect for law and legal procedure this book makes the case that one cannot understand the era s cultural
trends without considering the profound development of law
The Common Legal Past of Europe, 1000–1800 2007 an unrivalled introduction to a fascinating subject law and theology in the middle ages explores the
relationship between law and theology in medieval europe focusing on legal and theological responses to justice mercy fairness and sin this text



examines the tension between ecclesiastical and secular authority in medieval europe illustrating areas of dispute in a clear and accessible way
Henry II 2011-10-06 r c van caenegem considers the historical reasons behind european legal diversity
Comparative Succession Law 2008 magna carta marked a watershed in the relations between monarch and subject and as such has long been
central to english constitutional and political history this volume uses it as a springboard to focus on social economic legal and religious institutions and
attitudes in the early thirteenth century what was england like between 1199 and 1215 and no less important how was king john perceived by those
who actually knew him the essays here analyse earlier angevin rulers and the effect of their reigns on john s england the causes and results of the
increasing baronial fear of the king the managerial revolution of the english church and the effect of the ius commune on english common law they also
examine the burgeoning economy of the early thirteenth century and its effect on english towns the background to discontent over the royal forests
which eventually led to the charter of the forest the effect of magna carta on widows and property and the course of criminal justice before 1215 the
volume concludes with the first critical edition of an open letter from king john explaining his position in the matter of william de briouze contributors
janet s loengard ralph v turner john gillingham david crouch david crook james a brundage john hudson barbara hanawalt james masschaele
Law and the Illicit in Medieval Europe 2012-11-12 should judges in united states courts be permitted to cite foreign laws in their rulings in this book
jeremy waldron explores some ideas in jurisprudence and legal theory that could underlie the supreme court s occasional recourse to foreign law
especially in constitutional cases he argues that every society is governed not only by its own laws but partly also by laws common to all mankind ius
gentium but he takes the unique step of arguing that this common law is not natural law but a grounded consensus among all nations the idea of such a
consensus will become increasingly important in jurisprudence and public affairs as the world becomes more globalized
Law and Theology in the Middle Ages 2002 this publication presents a comprehensive review of the life and intellectual legacy of the dutch nobel
peace laureate and father of the hague tradition of international law it is the first research study based on a wealth of recently disclosed private and
family files and deepens and modifies all earlier evaluations it enlarges on asser s achievements as legal practitioner university don pioneer of private
international law diplomat and arbitrator and state councillor it discusses his durable impact as founder of international law bodies and institutions it
likewise highlights the impressive asser family tradition that exemplifies 19th century jewish emancipation in amsterdam addresses asser s youth and
student years his role as family man and the impact of personal drama on his career detailed table of contents layout of the book
European Law in the Past and the Future 2010 current western law has been shaped by the work of successive schools of jurists throughout the ages
from ancient rome to the present this book describes their work in their historical context and their influence on later schools
Magna Carta and the England of King John 2012-05-29 the book provides rule by rule commentaries on european contract law general contract law
consumer contract law the law of sale and related services dealing with its modern manifestations as well as its historical and comparative foundations
after the collapse of the european commission s plans to codify european contract law it is timely to reflect on what has been achieved over the past
three to four decades and for an assessment of the current situation in particular the production of a bewildering number of reference texts has
contributed to a complex picture of european contract laws rather than a european contract law the present book adopts a broad perspective and an
integrative approach all relevant reference texts from the cisg to the draft common european sales law are critically examined and compared with each
other as far as the acquis commun ie the traditional private law as laid down in the national codifications is concerned the principles of european
contract law have been chosen as a point of departure the rules contained in that document have however been complemented with some chapters



sections and individual provisions drawn from other sources primarily in order to account for the quickly growing acquis communautaire in the field of
consumer contract law in addition the book ties the discussion concerning the reference texts back to the pertinent historical and comparative
background and it thus investigates whether and to what extent these texts can be taken to be genuinely european in nature ie to constitute a
manifestation of a common core of european contract law where this is not the case the question is asked whether and for what reasons they should be
seen as points of departure for the further development of european contract law
"Partly Laws Common to All Mankind" 1999 jan von hein untersucht erstmals im gesamtzusammenhang die rezeption us amerikanischen
gesellschaftsrechts in deutschland vom 19 jahrhundert bis zur gegenwart er beleuchtet die ursachen für diese rezeption mit hilfe interdisziplinärer
ansätze näher und vertieft die verfassungsrechtlichen grundlagen der autor zeigt auf dass der europäische Übergang zur gründungstheorie dem
bisherigen deutschen regulierungsansatz eines zwingenden rechts im einzelstaatlichen rahmen weitgehend den boden entzieht so dass fragen der
organisationsverfassung künftig stärker auf die informationelle effizienz des kapitalmarkts auszurichten sind für die weitere entwicklung arbeitet der
autor heraus ob sich unter rechtskulturellem politischem oder institutionenökonomischem blickwinkel rezeptionshürden ergeben könnten abschließend
widmet er sich der auslegung und anwendung rezipierten gesellschaftsrechts
法學研究 2019-06-03 an anonymous fourteenth century treatise that borrows heavily from the libellus cantus mensurabilis attributed to johannes de muris
the ars cantus mensurabilis mensurata per modos iuris differs from others ars nova treatises in its systematic application of scholastic philosophy and
allusions to medieval law using music as the subject of inquiry the writer addresses questions that occupied scholastic philosophers in other fields such
as the natural minimum of a substance and the potentia dei absoluta the writer quotes legal maxims and alludes to medieval legal issues such as the
lex regia and the becket controversy to justify and prove the rules of music a substantial portion of the treatise was first published as anonymous v in
edmond de coussemaker s scriptores de musica medii aevi where it was paired with a counterpoint treatise beginning cum notum sit the treatise
published by coussemaker however is not the entire work from textual and manuscript evidence the greek and latin music theory edition demonstrates
that a set of three figures and an introduction are related to the mensural treatise the same evidence suggests that the counterpoint treatise cum
notum sit should not be considered part of the treatise the glmt editionøpresents a complete critical text for the treatise together with a facing page
english translation annotations to the translation explain the numerous legal and scholastic allusions in the treatise also presented are corrected
versions of the approximately one hundred musical figures preceding the critical text and translation an extended introduction explains the musical and
intellectual sources of the work
T.M.C. Asser (1838-1913) (2 vols.) 2013-10 comprehensive and accessible this book offers a concise synthesis of the evolution of the law in western
europe from ancient rome to the beginning of the twentieth century it situates law in the wider framework of europe s political economic social and
cultural developments
The Jurists 2018-07-12 dante fedele s new work of reference reveals the medieval foundations of international law through a comprehensive study of a
key figure of late medieval legal scholarship baldus de ubaldis 1327 1400
Commentaries on European Contract Laws 2008 the way that americans understand their constitution and wider legal tradition has been
dominated in recent decades by two exhausted approaches the originalism of conservatives and the living constitutionalism of progressives is it time to
look for an alternative adrian vermeule argues that the alternative has been there buried in the american legal tradition all along he shows that us law



was from the founding subsumed within the broad framework of the classical legal tradition which conceives law as a reasoned ordering to the common
good in this view law s purpose is to promote the goods a flourishing political community requires justice peace prosperity and morality he shows how
this legacy has been lost despite still being implicit within american public law and convincingly argues for its recovery in the form of common good
constitutionalism this erudite and brilliantly original book is a vital intervention in america s most significant contemporary legal debate while also being
an enduring account of the true nature of law that will resonate for decades with scholars and students
Die Rezeption US-amerikanischen Gesellschaftsrechts in Deutschland 1994-01-01 alexander iii was one of the most important popes of the
middle ages and his papacy 1159 81 marked a significant watershed in the history of the western church and society this book provides a long overdue
reassessment of his papacy and his achievements bringing together thirteen essays which review existing scholarship and present the latest research
and new perspectives individual chapters cover topics such as alexander s many contributions to the law of the church which had a major impact upon
western society notably on marriage his relations with byzantium and the extension of papal authority at the peripheries of the west in spain northern
europe and the holy land but dominant are the major clashes between secular and spiritual authority the confrontation between henry ii of england and
thomas becket after which alexander eventually secured the king s co operation and the pope s eighteen year conflict with the german emperor
frederick i both the papacy and the western church emerged as stronger institutions from this struggle largely owing to alexander s leadership and
resilience he truly mastered the art of survival
Ars Cantus Mensurabilis Mensurata Per Modos Iuris 2017-04-28 this historical introduction to the civil law tradition considers the political and cultural
context of europe s legal history from its roman roots political diplomatic and constitutional developments are discussed and the impacts of major
cultural movements such as scholasticism humanism the enlightenment and romanticism on law and jurisprudence are highlighted
The History of Law in Europe 2021-04-26 examines the changing situations in which hostages were used in the europe and the mediterranean world
from the fifth to the fifteenth centuries touching on a wide range of topics in military diplomatic political social gender economic and legal history
The Medieval Foundations of International Law 2022-02-08 exploration of manuscript records and civil law sources to provide a fuller account of the
history of the legal profession in england
Common Good Constitutionalism 2016-04-22 this casebook deals with the horizontal effects of eu law which is to say its effects on relationships
between individuals to a large extent these effects have been created by the court of justice of the european union cjeu on the basis of the european
treaties the main focus of the casebook is on the developments relating to primary eu law and their influence on national private law it studies instances
where eu primary law has already directly or indirectly influenced the case law in the member states or where it is expected to do so soon compared to
the well known impact of eu directives on private law these developments concerning primary eu law are hardly noted by private lawyers and perhaps
not sufficiently explained by scholars of eu law therefore the book makes an important contribution to scholarship and education this book highlights
developments in the areas of competition law fundamental freedoms non discrimination general principles of eu law ex officio application of provisions
of eu law and implementation of directives including harmonious interpretation and francovich liability in its analysis of the ways in which eu law
interacts with private law the book will be an invaluable resource to students practitioners and academics of eu private law
Pope Alexander III (1159–81) 2009-06-25 this book is widely regarded as one of the most remarkable achievements in roman law and comparative law
scholarship this century a fact attested to by the universal acclaim with which it has been received throughout europe america and beyond as a work of



roman law scholarship it fusesthe vast volume of 20th century scholarship on the roman law of obligations into a clear and very readable and in many
ways original account of the law as a work of comparative law it traces the transformation of the roman law of obligations over the centuries into what is
now modern german english and south african law presenting the reader with a contrast between these legal systems which is unique both in its scope
and its depth as a whole the book is written with a deep understanding of human nature and of many social economic and other forces that determine
the face of thelaw
European Legal History 1874 the constitutional question is of paramount importance in the political and nationalist agenda of late twentieth century
europe professor van caenegem s new book addresses fundamental questions of constitutional organisation democracy versus autocracy unitary versus
federal organisation pluralism versus intolerance by analysing different models of constitutional government through an historical perspective the
approach is chronological constitutionalism is explained as the result of many centuries of trial and error through a narrative which begins in the early
middle ages and concludes with contemporary debates focusing on europe the united states and the soviet union special attention is devoted to the rise
of the rule of law and of constitutional parliamentary and federal forms of government the epilogue discusses the future of liberal democracy as a
universal model
Horace 1881 previous editions published 2nd 2004 and 1st 2000
Lehrbuch des katholischen, orientalischen und protestantischen Kirchenrechts 1999
國家學會雜誌 2012-06-21
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An Historical Introduction to Western Constitutional Law 2007
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